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Abstract

Accurate knowledge of the surge response of the transmission lightning-induced

voltage magnitude and waveforms across the insulator strings in EHV Transmission

lines is important in order 1o deveþ adequately protected transmission systems.

The main factors affecting this voltage are the tower and ground characteristics

and their modelling. The aim of this thesis is to compare, by using PSCAD as a

simulation tool, the effectiveness of different tower and ground models available in

literature. The simulations have been applied to actual EHV tower geornetries for which

field gathered experimental data is available, Based on a comparison of simulated and

experimental rcsults a tower model which best mirrors experimental data has been

selected and used to examine the effect of ground resistance. Furthermore a detailed

ground model lus also been considered. By combining the two models, the relative

importance of tower and ground models in the calculation of lightning-induced voltage

has been assessed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

1.1 The Back_flashover phenomenon

Lìghtning is the main cause of outages as well as damage to electrical
transmission and distribution systems. Lightning strokes that directry contact the phase
conductors' ove¡head ground wires or transmission towers a¡e of great concern. rn a
werì designed rine' direct strokes, i.e' strokes to the phase conductor shourd occur very
rarery when the stroke contacts the ground wire or the tower, the injected current that
propagates through the tower and ground impedances produces an instantaneous rise ofthe tower vortage This ¡esults in an overvortage across the insurator string whose
magritude may exceed the flashover rating of the string resurting in a back-flashover,
i.e. a flashover Íìom the tower body to the phase conductor.



/l?'u*"*r

Fig. 1-1 Description of back-flashover phenomenon

An accurate prediction ofthe overvoltage is necessary for economical insulation

co-ordination. Recognizing that the surge impedance values of the tower and ground are

the main factors that influence the magnitude of this overvoltage, many researchers

have considered the modeling of tower and ground separately. Early studies, based on

experiments conducted on real and mock towers, showed that the tower impedance

value va¡ies with time t1], t2], t8]. other resea¡chers approximated the tower with a

cone or an inverted cone and, based on measurements conducted on reduced-scale

towers, found that the tower impedance has a constant value which is a ñrnction of the

geometry of the tower [9]. Recent studies conducted on real towers lead to the



development of a tower model based on distributed pa¡ameters t6], t5]. All of these

studies considered the ground resistance to be constant. No one has considered a model

of ground based on the dynamic behaviour of soil ¡esistance when it is contacted by a

surge current due to the ionization process which has been proved to occur in early

studies [12]. Also, no one has assessed the relative importance of modelling of tower

and ground in back flash-over analysis. ln this thesis, existing tower and ground models

a¡e first revìewed. Based on the review, a suitable towe¡ and ground model has been

selected and a general model which includes both tower and ground effects is presented

to enable accurate prediction of overvoltages across insulator strings. A good simulation

model is necess¿r¡y because measurements on transmission towers are very tedious,

expensive and impractical. This thesis will also examine the relative sensitivity of tower

and ground models.

1.2 Methodology

Finding the most appropriate combination of the tower and ground models leads

to a bettq determination of the magnitude a¡d waveform of the back-flashover

overvoltage. Therefore, the approach taken in this study is to investigate, at first,

separately the tower and ground models found in literature, to detemrine which one

represents more accurately the tower and ground respectively and finally to combine the

selected models and to investigate the effect of the combined model of tower and

ground on the back-flashover overvoltage.

Three tower models from literature are investigated by using the simulations

applied to a tower which is completely geometrically described and for which



experimental data are available. The comparison between the tower models is done by

injecting the tower top with the same surge crrrrent for each model and comparing the

simulation results with the experimental ones reported in literatu¡e. The tower model

which best m.i¡rors the experimental data is selected. At the same time, the influence of

the overhead ground wires, phase conductors, adjacent towers a¡d ground is

investigated. This is done by simulating the system in differenf configurations: a tower

with an infrnitely extending overhead ground wire and the ground resistance modelled

as a constant, a tower with two neighbouring towers equipped with a ground wire and

phase conductors and the ground resistance modelled as a constant but assigned

different values. The systems are subjected to different types of surge current: fast and

slow surge, and a piece wise linea¡ suÍge current waveform that resembles a natural

lightning current waveform employed in a field experiment described in literature.

The ground models found in literature a¡e examined by simulating the dynamic

behaviour of the ground when different t¡pes of soil are subjected to different fpes of

surge current. The validity of the ground model is determined by comparìng the

simulation results with experimental data available.

Finally, the selected models of tower and ground a¡e combined and the effect on

the results is examined. In order to do this, the system used in the simulation has two

different configurations as described above: a tower with an infinitely extending

overhead wire, and a tower with two neighbouring towers equipped with a ground wire

and phase conductors. Fo¡ both system con-figurations, ground composed of three

different types of soil with different non-ionized resistivities has been considered. The

ground resistance has been modelled as a constant as well as being variable which



reflect its dynamic behaviour when injected with a cu¡¡ent surge. The system is

subjected to various types ofsiow surge currents and a fast surge current.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

In Chapter 2, a blj.ef review of existing tower and ground models is presented.

The tower models of Breuer (1958) [1], Ifuwai (1964) tSl, Sargenr and Da¡veniza

(1969) [9], Chisol¡n (1983) t4l, Ishii./Yamada (1991) [6], [tt], Hara a¡d yamamoro

(1996) [13] and ground models of Liew (1974) l12l a¡d Almeida and Coneia (1995)

[18] are reviewed.

In Chapter 3, th¡ee towe¡ models (the Conical, the Multi Storey and the

Distributed Line Constant Model) are used in the simulation of two field experiments

presented in literature- The first one is an experiment conducted by Hara on a stand

alone transmission tower with neither overhead ground wires nor phase conductors; the

tower is contacted by a double exponential surge cuÍrent with an estimated maximum

value of 0.15 kA and a 200 ns rise time. The second one is an experiment conducted by

Matsumoto on an 275kV, unenergized, tfuee phase, double circuit transmission line

with three transmission towers, equipped with a ground wire and phase conductors

having the center tower subjected to a piecewise linear surge waveform. The

appropriate transmission tower model is selected by comparing the simulation results

with the experimental ones. Also, the response of different system configurations to a

fast surge current of 1.5151.75 ¡rse with 50 kA peak cur¡ent and a slow surge current of

8/20 pse with 50 kA peak current is analyzed.



In Chapter 4, field experiments regarding the variation of resistance of different

types of soil injected with different types of surge current are simulated. The types of

soil and the corresponding injected cuûents are: clay injected with current of 1l kA

peak value and waveshape 18/37 ¡rsec, sandy soil injected with cunent of 6.6 kA peak

value a¡d waveshape 16/40 psec ard finally, a gravel and sand mix injected with a

current of peak value 5.5 kA and waveshape 20160 ¡rsec. The simulation employs the

Soil lonization Dynamic Model developed by Atemeida and cor¡eia which is based on

the dynarnic model of ground proposed by A.c. Liew and M. Darveniza. The validity of

the model is confrmed by comparing the simulation results with the experimental data

from literature.

In Chapter 5, the effect of the combined model of tower and ground on the

response of two system configurations to various types of surge current is investigated.

The two system configu¡ations are a stand alone tower with a ground wire of infinite

length and a tower with two neighbouring towers with ground wire and phase

conductors. The types of surge cuIrent are the ones used in chapter 4, as well as the

soil parameters.

Chapter 6 analyzes the effect of a fast surge curent (1.5/51.75 ¡rsec with 50 kA

crest current) and a slow surge current (8/20 ¡rsec with 50 kA crest current) on the

combined model oftower and ground. The system configuration used in this simulation

consists of a tower with two neighbouring towers with a ground wire and phase

conductors. The ground model uses the parameters corresponding to the three types of

ground (clay, sand and a gravel and sand mix).

Finally, Chapter 7 is dedicated to conclusions.



GHAPTER 2

TOWER AND GROUND MODELS IN TRANSMISSION

LINES LIGHTNING SURGE ANALYSIS

In early studies, the impedance drop along the towet structure was considered to

have minimal effect on the lightning behaviour of a transmission tower. Therefore the

insulator voltage was calculated simply as the product of tower footing resistance and

lightning cur¡ent. Field studies showed that the outage rates produced by lightning

strikes exceeded by far the prediction based on this simple theory. Further experimental

studies conducted both on real towers and on reduced scale-towers demonstrated that

the surge response characteristics of the tower âre as important as the footing tesponse

and a good approximation of these cha¡acteristics will lead to a better prediction of the

tower behaviour under lightning conditions.

The two paraneters describing the tower sr¡rge response are: the tower

impedance and the velocity of surge propagation in tower. These two parameters are

determined by measurements on full or reduced-scale towers and by theoretical studies

on va¡ious kinds of models which can range from simple lumped inductances or

resistances to complicated nonuniforrn transmissionline circuits.



2.1 Review of Tower Models

2.1.1 Breuer Model

One of the filst attempts in measuring the surge characteristics of a tra¡smission

tower is athibuted to Breuer (1958) [1] who used as a measurement technique the so-

called reflection method. In this method, the measurements were performed by applying

a surge using a voltage generator located on the ground. Connection was made to the

top of the tower either through a lead perpendicula¡ to the ground, with the generator

located at the center of the base of the tower, or making an angle of 45o to the ground

su¡face. The information about the tra¡sient impedance of the tower was derived from

the reflected voltage wave.

Surge
generator

Diagonal
measuring lead

Surge
generator

Fig. 2-1 Measurement setup for Breuer's tests

The measurements were performed both on an artificial a¡d on a¡ actual tower.

Due to the fact that this method uses long leads, the surge impedance values for a



vertical and a diagonally placed wire were determined first as a preparation for the

measurements on a full-scale tower. Having obtained these values, the surge impedance

of the tower was determined from the reflected wave measured at the tower base, when

the top tower was energized by a voltage surge generator located at the ground. The

velocity of surge propagation was determined by dividing the length of the wire by the

travel time. The reported results were obtained by experiments on a 345 kV

transmission line tower, 50 m high of double circuit construction with a single ground

wire isolated from the tower top, and with no insulator strings. A surge was applied

through the diagonal lead to the tower top and measu¡ements were made by means of

the diagonal lead. The results were: the transient impedance at the tower top varied with

time, decreasing fiom an initial value of 135Cì to a final value of 60C); the velocity of

surge propagation in the tower was 282 nlpsec - c.

The same measurement method was also used by R.W. Caswell [2] in

determining the lightning response of 38m high, 138 kV double circuit towers. The

results were simila¡ to those obtained by Breuer [l]; the impedance values were l65c) at

tower top and 50O at the base, and the propagation velocity was found to be equal to the

velocity of light.



2.1.2 Kawai Model

Another measurement technique, called the di¡ect method, was employed in the

field tests performed by Kawai in 1964 [8]. In this method, the surge response of the

tower is determined by the direct measurement of the voltage across the string

insulation.

The¡e a¡e two cases studied by Kawai: first one - when the current flows horizontally

through the overhead ground or phase wi¡e and the second one when the curent flows

vertically through a conductor hanging from a balloon.

Fig.2-2 Measurement setup for Kawai's úests

For the first case, experiments were conducted on a laboratory tower 26.5m high and on

an isolated 53.3 m high tower used in a river-crossing and the current flow was injected

horizontally. Also, tests were conducted on extraordinarily high tower (ll0m ald

214m). For the second case, measurements were performed on the laboratory tower

10



26.5m high with vertically injected current. In both cases, the surge impedance was

obtained as the ratio ofvoltage and current wave from oscillograms.

The lesults obtained fiom the laboratory and real tolryer \¡/ere similar: the tower

impedaace was lower at the top (about 20 or 50 O) and increased towards the base

(about 100Q); these results are opposite to those obtained by using the reflection

method. Surge velocþ was 71 to 89 yo of fhe velocity of light. Kawai pointed out that

the main advantage of his method over the reflection method is that the problem

regarding the distortion in the lead wires is eliminated. Another advantage is that the

voltage was measured directly across the insulato¡ string. This is the voltage of interest

in insulation coordination studies.

2.1.3 Sargent and Darveniza Model

Sargent and Darveniza [9] attempted an experimental investigation of the

lightning perfomrance of transmission towers using simplified geometrical exact scale-

models of the real tower, without lattice.

Fig. 2-3 Simplifred geomefrical model



The surge impedance was determined by comparing the measured tower top

voltage value on the geometrical model with the one obtained by employing the

traveling wave method of calculation [7]. A vertical stroke current was applied to the

tower and the tower top voltage was recorded for various cur¡ent wave shapes. Using an

assumed value of surge impedance, the tower top voltage was calculated and was

compared with the measured one. If there was no correlation between the two voltage

values, the tower top voltage was calculated again for a different value of the su¡ge

impedance.

The calculated results were recorded in two ways: first as a family of curves

representing the variation of tower top voltages with time for a certain curIent

waveshape, each curve having surge impedance as pa¡ameter; and secondly as curves

representing variation of tower top voltage with surge impedance for a cert¿in current

waveshape. These curves were compared with those obtained from measurements and

the surge impedance was chosen.

The theoretical confirmation of the practical results was done by obtaining the

surge response of a transmission tower represented as a geometrical figure using

electromagnetic fi eld theory.

Wagner and Hileman have investigated the response of a tower modelled as a

cylinder to a vertical stroke of rectangular wave shape [10]. The formula obtai¡ed fo¡

surge impedance was:

z=îolf.lJl(cTlf)] (2.i)
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where r is the radius of cylinder, h is the height of cylinder, c is the velocity of light

and t is the time after current step reaches the tower top.

The disadvantages of this formulation pointed out by Sargent and Darveniza [9]

are: the values of surge impedance calculated with this formula are higher than

calculated ones; ¿rs can be noticed from the formul4 the response of the cylindrical

model is time-variant. This leads to the conclusion that the response to other current

waveshapes might be different from the response to the rectangular one.

sargent and Darveniza [9] concluded that, a conventional double-circuit steel

lattice tower can be represented by a right cone witï a surge impedance calculated with

the formula (2.2) obtained by using the electromagnetic field theory. Therefore, the

tower can be considered as a tra¡smission line of constant surge impedance depending

only on the geometry ofthe conical tower, with the velocity of surge propagation equal

to the velocity of light (300m/ps) and with no attenu¿tion. They did not present

experimental results on real towers. Their formula for surge impedance was:

z = øon(Jlls) Q.2)

where s is the sine of the half angle of the cone. The derivation of this formula is

presented in Appendix A.

The conclusions derived f¡om this formulation are: the tower ca¡ be considered

as a transmission line of constant surge impedance; is time invariant, hence the response

is not dependent of the current waveshape; the values of surge impedance (130-1500)

are in agreement both in magnitude and in time inva¡ìance with the measured values.

13



2.1.4 Chisholm Model

Chisholm used the Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR) in measuring the surge

impedance on both ¡educed and full-scale towers [4]. TDR is a technique of measurhg

reflection coeffrcients. when a fast rising current surge is injected into the tower top,

the incident and reflected voltages are recorded and the impedance values a¡e

determined by processing these measured values of voltage and reflection coefficients.

chisholm applied this measurement technique for obtaining tÀe surge impedance of

cylindrical, conical and inverted-cone reduced scale models due to horizontal and

vertical stroke cuÍ¡ents. The results showed that the surge response of the tower to a

horizontal shoke is different from that to a vertical stroke; the tower impedance to

horizontal cur¡ents is highest at the tower top and lowest at tåe tower base, which is

similar to the result obtained by Breuer [l] using the reflection measu¡ement method

technique. The opposite is true for the tower impedance obtained by using vertically

injected currents, in accordalce with the results obtained with direct method by Kawai

[8]. This leads to the conclusion that a conical or cylindrica.l theoretical model is

inadequate since they provide surge impedance values that va¡y with the current

lightning orientation.The geometrical model chosen by chisholm is the inverted cone

because this is the geometry that gives a constant value of the surge impedance in the

case of the midspan stroke to the skywire, which is the most encountered situation.

Based on conical antenna theory a formula for the surge impedance was found.

z = 60tnlcot t I 2tan-I (r/h)]

where r and h are the radius and height of cylinder.

(2.3)



If the tower shape is an inverted cone, the value of the surge impedance using

the above will be a constant. Ifthe tower shape is not an inveled cone, this formula can

be used by varying the height h and the ¡adius r for each position.

2.1.5 Ishii Model

In the models reviewed thus far, most of the field tests and the theoretical studies

have reported a va¡iation of the surge impedance with time. This variation is described

also by surge impedance formulas obtained from analysis based on electromagnetic

field theory on theoretical models. In this case, it is difficult to obtain numerical results

considering that a significant amount of computation time would be necessary. Hence, a

new model based on distributed parameters was developed by Ishii [6]. This so called

Multi-Storey Model proposed by Ishii has the advantage that it can be easily interfaced

with EMTP (Electromagnetic Transient Program) since the tower can be represented by

an equivalent circuit. The model goal is to predict the back flashover at a¡ individual

insulator string. That is why the multi storey model is composed of four sections

divided at the upper, middle a¡d lower phase crossarm positions and is used to predict

the behaviour of a double circuit towsr with ground wires when the ground wires a¡e

contacted by a lightning stroke.

The results derived by use of the model were compared with those obtained

Íìom measurements conducted on a real tower of a double circuit 500kV, 62.8m high,

equipped with skyrvires. The measurement technique used was the direct method,

simila¡ to that used by Kawai [8]. A current is injected into the tower top by a pulse

generator on the ground through a 50 O, 300 m cable. The cable is connected to a

15



gound-wire c¡oss¿um of the tower through a lkO resistor for wave shaping and a 0.5

o current shunt. The current shunt measr¡res the injected current and a 10 ke resistive

voltage divider measures the volrâge across insulator string. All t}re data was

tra¡sformed into light signals and are transmitted to ground through optical waveguides.

The equivalent ci¡cuit of the system consists of 4 sections. Each section is

represented by a parallel circuit of a resista¡ce and an inductance in series with a

lossless tra¡smission line. The tra¡rsmission lines system that comprises eight

conductors (two ground wires and six phase conductors for double circuit) is

represented by the EMTP Semlyen model. The values of the tower surge impedance and

of attenuation coeffrcients used in this model are chosen by a trial-and-error process, by

adjusting the simulation results in order to match the experimental ones. Ishii selected a

higher value of impedance for the tower topmost section.

Yamada [11], who used the same theoretical model in hìs analysis of the surge

cha¡acteristics of a tra¡smission to\ryer, presented formulas (Eq.(z.Ð to Eq.(2.7)) which

may be used to obtain the parameters of the equivalent ci¡cuit. He represented the

transmission line system in his model by use of EMTP J.Marti model.
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Zr¡. Vr. hl

Lr

21 tower surge impedance

Vr - surge propagation velocity

y - attenuation coefficient

Rr, R2, Rr, & - damping resistance

Lr, Lr, L., La - damping inductance

Rf

ßig.2-4 Multi storey transmission tower model

LI: RI¡

Lz= Rzt

L:: R:t

L¿: F.+t

r:2HN¡

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The damping resistance for each section was determined fiom the resistance per

unit length ofa transmission line calculated from the swge attenuation coefficient of the

tower (Appendix B). According to the calculation presented in Appendix B, the formula

derived for damping resistance contains y instead of square root ofÏ as was presented in

[1 1]. ln the simulation, this last version was used.
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According to Yamad4 the selected surge impedances of the model chosen by

Ishii are higher than those measured for the tower alone (isolated from ground

wires).Yamada chose, also by a triat a¡d er¡or process, a constaût value of tìe surge

impedance for all fou¡ sections Zp1: Zrz= Zrf Zr4 \¡¡rth a lower value than tÌìose

chosen by Ishii.

2.1.ó llara Model

Hara and Yamamoto [5] developed a more general representation of a

tra¡smission tower model taking into accou¡t all the three parts of a transmission tower

(main legs, bracings and crossarms). First, they obtained an empirical formula of the

transmission tower surge impedance by measurements conducted on a cylindrical

conductor (a steel pipe pole 15m in height and 51 mm in diameter). The surge response

of the conductor was measured by the direct method. The injected cunent (l0ns steep

wave front) was generated by a 2kY pulse generator located on the ground through a

50m current lead. The voltage lead was perpendicular on the cu''rent lead (there was no

induced voltage) and is grounded at 50m away fiom the conductor. The lead wi¡es were

kept horizontal to the ground by using two concrete poles that stood 20m beyond the

conductors. The current at the top was measu¡ed by a pulse cu¡¡ent transformer and the

voltage by a potential probe. The measured signal was converted by an optical

tra¡sducer into a light signal and tra¡smitted to the ground. The value of surge

impedance obtained was 320 f,).
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The surge impedance was measured for different sizes of vertical cylinders using the

arrangement described above and an empirical formula was obtained:

(2.e)

where r and h are cylinder radius and height

Based on this empirical formula, Hara a¡rd Yamamoto developed an equivalent

distributed constant line model of a transmission tower. The model consists of three

parts: main legs, bracings and crossarms. The surge impedance ofeach part is calculated

in terms of tower dimensions and geometry. Then, the calculated surge impedance is

compared with the measured one (for a 500 kV tower).

The distributed constârit Iine model was applied to a transmission tower whose

geometry, presented in [13], is shown in Fig. 2-5 and is represented by the equivalent

circuit shown in Fig. 2-6, presented also in [13]. The authors showed that, by modlling

the tower as a one-section tower, the simulation results do not agÌee well with

experimental ones. Therefore, they concluded that for a tower higher than 50m the

tower should be divided in fou¡ sections, each section having three equivalent lioe

models (main legs, bracings and crossarms).

'. =*(^?!4-r)
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Fig. 2-5 Schematic diagram of the transmission tower

Fig. 2-6 Equivalent line model of a transmission tower
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Z¡ is the impedance of main legs, Zyis T}rre impedance of bracings a¡d Ze is the

ìmpedance of the crossarms.

For the model of main legs the following formula was used:

z* =oo[r"z'f't'- -zJ;t: t,2.3.4 (2.10)

r"k =2rl8(rl;r;/3¡øþv:n:/3)/a; k:1'2,3,4 (2.11)

where r"¡ is the equivalent radius of multiconductor systems and is derived in

Appendix C.

For the model of bracings:

Zv¡ = 9Zr¡;k:1,2,3,4

For the model of crossarms the formula ofhorizontal cylinder is used:

(2.12)

Zou = 60l" 
2h*

r¡r
(2.13)

This formula is applicable to cylindrical shaped arms and also to the scale model arms

when the equivalent radius is chosen as % of the width of the arms at the junction point.

This model was applied to a 500 kV real transmission tower of certain geometry

and dimensions. Hence, the surge impedance of main legs, bracing and crossarms was

calculated for each ofthe fou¡ sections of tÏe tower. The wave shapes ofthe voltages at

the tip of the four arms were calculated from the tower model and compared with the

measu¡ed ones. The surge characteristics of the tower were measu¡ed having an injected

cur¡ent of 200 ns rise time which was imposed on the top.
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The¡e is a good agreement between the measured voltage and the calculated

voltage wave shapes. The surge propagation velocity along the tower was proved to be

equal to the velocity of light.

2.2 Review of Ground Models

Sensitivity studies regarding the tra¡smission line behaviou¡ under lightning

conditions !71 show that an important factor that has to be taken into accou¡t is the

transmission tower footing resistance or ground ¡esistance. The term..ground model,,

which is used throughout this thesis is the model of the electrode embedded in the

ground used to calculate the effective resista¡ce presented by it to the passage of surge

currents.

The classification of ground models depends on how the resistance of the

ground is considered when it is subjected to a surge current. The ground resistance may

be a constant or va¡iable.

A constånt resistance model consists of a lumped constant resistance R6 whose

value is calculated by using the formula for a hemisphere electrode embedded in soil of

uniform resistivity.

^p./f ^ = 

-
llfr

where p is the resistivity of the surrounding soil

elect¡ode.

(2. r4)

and r is the radius of the ground



This model is still conveniently used for simulations when the lightning cunent

magnitude and the soil resistivity are not too la.rge.

A variable resista¡ce model is more appropriate when the ground is contacted by

lightning currents of high magnitude. Liew and Darveniza [12] proved experimentally

and anal¡ically that the ground resistance of a concentrated electrode drops from its

initial value when it is subjected to a lightning surge current. In their publication which

is titled "The Dynamic Model of Ground" they presented a model based on the

hysleresis behaviour of the ground resistivþ as a function of current. The medium

sunounding the ground rod was considered homogeneous and isotropic, consisting ofa

cylindrical upper region and a hemispherical lower region as shown in Fig. 2-7 .

ßig. 2-7 The approximate cylinder-hemispherical shape of úhe medium
surrounding the ground rod with a buried length I and radius r¡, subjected úo a
surge cuûent
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According to Liew and Darveniza [12], as the value of the current penetrating

the ground increases, the curent density will exceed the soil critical breakdown value in

those regions which a¡e located closer to the rod. This will trigger an ionization process

and the ground resistivity decays exponentially as described by Eq. (2.15)

P -- Poea (2.rs)

where pe is the non-ionized g¡ound resistivity, rr is the ionization time constant of the

soii and t is the time measured from the instant of ionization.

As the current decreases from its maximum value, the resistivity recovers according to

Eq. (2.16)

. ( 1ìi ./ \'p=p, +(po-p,)l|-c ', ll l-:l (2.16)( /\ r.)

where p¡ is the minimum resistivity value obtained during the ionization of the ground,

zz is the de-ionization time constânt of the soil, -Iis the electric current density and -/" is

the critical electric current density corresponding to breakdown electric field ofthe soil.

The results of the analltical calculation were compared with the experimental

results. The authors tested three types of soil: gritty light clay soil, soil composed of a

sand a¡d gravel mix, and loamy sand. First, they determined the resistivities ofeach soil

by measuring its resistance and by using Dwight's formula [20]:

/,\
R =lLlnlL-tla-tl -- ìL/t r \ to )

R 2tl
¿ yî - -:--------------

Inly-tl
[,¡ )

(2.17)

(2.1 8)



The measurements were performed on each type of soil by applying an impulse cunent

fiom a surge-current generatot. The input peak currents and their waveshapes were in

the range of 1-20 kA and 6-16/18-54 psec, respectively. The impulse current and

voltage magnitudes and shapes across ground resistance were recorded.

The othe¡ model parameters 8", ry and 12 were selected by adjusting the

analytical results in order to match the experimental results for a particular surge

current. The values of z1 and z2 were consistently used to predict the behaviour of the

soil for various experimental conditions, i.e. different impulse current and different

electrode geometry. The value of E" had to be readjusted fo¡ each electrode geometry

even for the same soil.

The authors verified the validity of the model by comparing the anal¡ical

results vrith experimental ones for three types of soil. They concluded that their model

can be successfully used to describe the surge behaviour of the fi¡st two tlpes of

ground: the gritty light clay soil with a resistivity of5050 Ocm, and the sand and gravel

mix with a resistivity of 5000 Qcm. For the third soil, the loamy sand, which has a

higher resistivity (54000 Ocm), the anal¡ical results did not compare well with the

experimental ones. An explanation given by the authors, is that in a high resistivity soil,

high currents result in discrete breakdown paths, rather than in a diffuse growth of

increasing ionization. ln order to establish a resistivity range for which the model is

valid, the authors simulated the test experiments conducted by Bellaschi [19] on three

Ðpes of soil with higher resístivities.

The results obtained by Liew and Da¡veniza from the analytical calculations

compared well wìth the experimental results obt¿ined by Bellaschi [19]. This enabled



the authors to extend the validity of the model to soirs with resistivity ranging from

5000 Qcm to 31000 f)cm. once the accuracy of the moder was estabrished, the authors

studied the influence of different soil resistivities and different electrode geometries

(one to four rods) on ground resistance variation. Liew and Darveniza concruded that

soils of higher resistivities have a greater rate of decrease. Also, the rate of decrease of
ground resistance is higher for one rcd than for nurtipre rods confìguration due to the

fact that trre curent densities in the vicinities ofthe rod are higher. Even though at that

time there were no experimental resurts avairable for comparison, the authors decrared

that this rnoder can be used ìn calcuration of impurse resistances for surge currents up to

100 kA.

The r¡odel proposed by Almeida and Correia Il g], The Soil Ionization Dynamic

Model, uses the same'iodeting techr.rique as the one deveroped by Liew and Darveniza

u2l' The difference lies in the fact that the ionìzation process is driven by the electric

field and not by the current density. The ionization process is descrìbed by Eq. (2.19)

p= po+(p, 

",[' " 
t)

(2.1e)

The deionizatiorì process is descnbed by Eq. (2.20)

p = p,+ \po p )( ,-"i,lf , r 1''-'^"1' )l'u) (220t

whith p6 the non-ionized ground resistivity, p, the criticar value of the soil resistivity

corresponding to the soil critjcal breakdo *n ç,,=Lr, J the current density, p¡ the.l'
ninimun value obtained during the ionization of the ground resistivity, t1 I 12 the
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ionization / deionization time constants of the soil, tr'the electric field, and E the

b¡eakdown electric freld ofthe soil.

The simulation results compared well with the experimental results obtained by

Bellaschi [19] which allowed the authors to validate this model.



GHAPTER 3

INVESTIGATION OF DIFFERENT TOWER MODELS

WITH EMTDC SIMULATION

In this chapter, three tower modeling techniques reviewed in Chapter 2 are

described in detail and applied for the simulation of the field experiments reported in

[13] by Hara and [14] by Matsumoto. The three tower models are the Conical, Multi

Storey and Distributed Constant Line models. These models were considered since they

are EMTDC applicable and, according to their autho¡s, they showed good agreement

with the data generated by experimental work. The comparison between the simulation

results obtained from each model with the ones obtained fiom the field experiments will

give the grade of reproductibility ofthe overvoltage at the towel top and / or at the tip of

the tower arms, when the system is subjected to lightning. This will enable a selection

of the best model which will be used in fi-rther studies.

In order to obtain conclusive results regarding the tower behavior under

lightning conditions, different cases have been investigated: Case 1: a stand alone

tower with no gtound wires and constant ground resistance, subjected to different

double exponential surge current waveforms, Case 2: a stand alone tower with a ground

wire of infinite length and lastly, Case 3: a tower with two neighbouring towers with

ground wire and phase conductors, subjected to a piece wise surge cr¡rrent wavefomr

and double exponential surge curent waveforms.
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3.1 fnvestigation of a stand alone transmission tower

response to doubtre exponentiar surge waveform

In the simulation, the tower presented in [13] will be used since it is completely
geotnetrically described and the authors have also included experimentar resurts. The
tower geometry is shown in Fig. 3_l

Rrr

Hr :59 m
Hz:47.9 m
H: :33.6 m

. Hq:22 m
rrl :0.07 m
rrz:0.08 m

ry3 : 0.16 m

rrq : 0.178 m

Rrr :5 m

Rrz:5.45 m

Rr3:6.03 m

Rr+ = 6.50 m

rs :0.203 m

Re = 12.55 m,

Rs' : 7.40 m

Fig. 3-1 Transmission Tower dimensions
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3.1.1 Conical Model (Sargent and Darveniza Model)

The formula of the surge impedance of a transmission tôwer represented as a

cone (2.2), derived by sargent and Dat-veniza, was presented in the previous chapter.

The transmission tower ofFig. 3-l is approxi'rated by a cone as shown in Fig. 3-2.

Fig. 3-2 Conical approximation of a double circuit transm!ssion tower

In this case S will be:

= Z =150f)

R.
_l

(31)
R^ \r

;"" )
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Fig.3-3 The equivalenf circuit for Conical Model in PSCad simulation

Fig. 3-3 shows the equivalent circuit of the system simulated in PSCad which is used to

describe the lightning response of a stand alone tower. The transmission tower was

represented by a lossless tra¡smission line, using the Bergeron model available jn

PSCad library. This model is based on a dishibuted L-C parameter traveling wave line,

having a lumped resistance a¡d a constarìt surge impedance. The input data were: the

surge impedance calculated by formula (3.1), the propagation time, which was

calculated by assuming a propagation speed equal to that of light, and the length ofthe

line denoted by H1 (see Fig. 3-2). The lightning was modeled as a current source,

generating a double exponential wave form, in parallel with a lightning discharge

impedance of 400 C2. Gene¡ation of a double exponential waveform is explained in

Appendix D.



3.1.2 Multi Storey Model (Ishii Model)

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Multi Storey model proposed by Ishii consists of

four sections. Each section is represented by a parallel circuit consisting of one

resista¡ce a¡d one inductance in series with a lossless transmission line.

The parameters of the equivalent circuit are obtained by use ofEqs (2.4) - (2.8).

r($ =l' IEXÊ{'a 'e'6'D ' ExP(-b-e-6'D I

.-,È

¡*,- ñ,n".

,- 'È

Fig. 3-4 The equivalent circuit for Multi Storey Model in PSCad simulation
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Fig. 3-5 One of the four sections of the tower

As shown in Fig. 3-4, the tower was divided into 4 sections (Tower S1 - 54 ), each

section being represented by the circuit shown in Fig. 3-5. The model paramete¡s are

presented in Table 3- 1.



Section Attenuation

coefficient

T

Impedance

z

Resistance

R

Inductance

I.

Tower

dimensions

Lr

tol tol Ipsecl [-l

I

0.8

120 8.03 2.92 I 1.1

il t20 10.35 3.77 t4.3

ilI 120 8.4 3.05 I 1.6

IV 120 26.78 9;7 17.6

Table 3-1 Multi Storey Model parameters

The attenuation coefficient y and the impedance corresponding to each section were

chosen according to [14]. The ¡est of the parameters we¡e calculated according to the

fonnulas (2.4) - (2.8).



3.1.3 Distributed Constant Line Model (Ilara model)

The model proposed by Hara and Yamamoto consists of four sections, similar to

the Multi Storey model. The difference between the two models is the following: in the

case of a distributed constant line model, all the tower components (main legs, bracing

and crossarms) a¡e taken into consideration and the surge impedance corresponding to

each component is calculated as a firnction ofthe dimensions and geometry ofthe tower

(as shown in Fig- 2-5).

'- ñr"n",

.-,L

Fig. 3-6 The equivalent circuit of Distributed Constant Line Model in pSCad

simulation
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Fig. 3-7 One of the four sections of the tower

Table 3-2 Distributed Constant Line Model parameters

The parameters presented in Tabl e 3-2 werc calculated using equations (2.I0) - (2.13).

Section Impedance Tower dimensions

L

Main legs

Z¡

Bracings

7+=9 * 7'r

Crossarms

Z¡

Main legs

L'¡

Bracings

t¿=15 * Lr

Crossarms

LA

tot tol tot Inl lml lml

t27 tt43 221 11.1 16.5 18.5

II 112 1008 215 14.3 21.45 11.8

ill 86 774 t95 11.6 t7.4 16.3

IV 43 384 178 17.6 26.4 13.5
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3.1.4 Simulation results

A preliminary step in the PSCad simulation process was to verifli the accuracy

of the simulation program by implementing the exact data presented by Hara and

Yamamoto in [i3]. Therefore, the transmission tower was subjected to an impulse

current of 0.15 kA (the estimated maximum value) wittr a 200 ns rise time. These

results which are shovrm in Appendix E are in good agreement with the ones obtained

by the authors.

The transmission tower was subjected to double exponential fast surge current

of 1.5/51.75 psec,50 kA peak value, and double exponential slow surge current of 8/20

psec (standard lightning current impulse), 50 kA peak value. The fast surge current

cha¡acteristics (fiont time / tail time) were chosen from 1221. The peak value of 50 kA

was considered because, according to IEC standards, peak impulse currents g¡eater than

50 kA can not be expected from lightning events [23]. The ground resistance R, is

modelled as a constant but assigned subsequently different values (20 O and 0 e).

The simulation results a¡e shown in Fig. 3-8, Fig. 3-9, Fig. 3-10 and Fig. 3-11.

The surge current is shown in Plot 1 of each figure. The voltages recorded at the tower

top for the conical model (sargent and Darveniza model), at the topmost section for the

Multi Storey model (Ishii model) and at the tip of the topmost crossarm for the

Distributed Constant Line model (Hara modet) are shown in plot 2 of each figure. The

voltages corresponding to Ishii and Hara models recorded at the second, third and fou¡th

section (Ihii model) / tip of the crossarm ( Hara model) are shown in plot 3, plot 4 and

Plot 5 of each figure. In Plot 2 fhe blue cr¡rve represents the voltage corresponding to



Ishii model, the green curve to Hara model, and the grey curve to Sargent and

Darveniza model. In prot 3, plot 4 and plot 5 the brue curve is the voltage

corresponding to Ishii model and the green curve is the voltage corresponding to Hara

model.

2, shows volta
ponding to Ihii

argent and Darveni

Fig' 3-8. Location of the measurement points on the transmission tower,
corresponding to each tower model,
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Fig.3-9 The response of the transmission to\ er to a 1.5151.75 ¡rsec, 50 kA impulse

current, Rs=20Q. See Fig.3-8 for explanation of Plots 2 to 5.
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It can be seen from Fìg. 3-9 and Fig. 3-10 that there is a significant difference

between the voltage r.nagnitudes correspo,ding to the th¡ee models when the tower is

subjected to a fast surge wavefonn. The vortages corresponding to conicar and Multi

storey models are much higher than those corresponding to the Dìstributed constant

Line model. Therefore, at this point, a conclusion regarding the selection of the best

model cannot yet be reached. ln the case of a srow surge, the difference between the

voltages ìs not signilicant, which irnpries that in this case the tôwer'rodering technique

does not have much ofan effect on the resuìts. F'om the same prots, one can notice that

the variation of ground resistance does not pray an imporlant role in the fast surge case,

and the values of the induced voltages are not affected. An explanation would be that

for a slow i'ipulse, the reflected waves froln the tower footing wilr have a higher impact

over the voltage values recorded at the tower top or at the tip of the tower arms.

3.2 EMTDC simulation of a olive laboratory, experiments

conducted by Matsumoto and Motoyama, using different

tower models

In this section, the field exper iment presented in I I 4] and [ ] 5] by Mastumoto

and Motoyama will be anaryzed. In their experiment they investìgated trre response of

an unenergized 275 kV doubre circuit test transmission line, equipped with a single

ground wire. to natural rightning which was approximated, for simulation purposes, as a

piecewise linear surge wavefom. The transmission rine system was composed of seven
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transmission towers (No. 2g to No. 34) and. had a total length of 2. 15 Km. The
transmission tower under observation was tower No- 30, equipped with a lightning rod.
The response of the tôwer to lightning surge was evaluated by comparing the
overvoltage magaitudes and waveforms measured across the insu.rator strings with the
calculated ones resulted from EMTp sir¡uration in which the Multi storey tower model
(Ishii rnodel) was used.

In the present study, the accuracy of the Murti storey (rshìi) and Distributed
constant Line (Hara) moders will be tested by analyzingthe to\¡r'er No. 30 response to
different surge wavefonrs, in different configurations.

The experimental results consist in voltages across the insulato¡ strings. By
using the conical model in the sìmuration, only the vortage at the tower top can be
detennined; therefore, in this case it would not be possible to compare simulation
results with the expenmental ones. That is why the conical model has been discarded.

3'2'1 Stand alone Érânsmission tower equipped with infinite overhead

ground wire

The equivalent circuits for the Multi Storey rnodel and respective Distnbuted

Constant line rnodel are shown in Fig. 3_13 and Fig. 3_14 respectively. The tower
equipped with infinite ground wires is subjected to a piecewise rinear surge waveform
whose coordinates characteristics are srrown in Tabre 3-3. The Multi storey model
parameters as in [15'] are shown in Tabre 3-4 and they are different from the ones

presented in r4r, since some calculation errors were found in Ir4] and were cor¡ected
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later in l5], The Distributed constant Line model parameters a¡e shown in Table 3-5

and we¡e calcurated using equations (2 r0) - (2.r3). Srr¡ulation results are shown in Fig.

3-15.

Gro!nd Mre w¡th sùrqe

. -. t3{!.9t!-Ê2=1lt!1u

i
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l

Fig.3-13 The equivarent circuit for Murti storey Moder in pscad simulation,
trans¡nission tower equipped with infinite ground wires (60 km)
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Table 3-3 Coordinates characteristics for piece wise linear surge waveform

Time [¡rsec] I IKAI

100 0

110 0

127 90

128 132

140 106

150 0

t57 -50

170 0

r80 20

200 0



Table 3-4 Multi Storey Model parameters

Section Tower #30

Attenuation

coefficient

T

Impedance

Z

Resistance

R

Inductance

L

Length

toì tol Ipsec] lml

I

0.8

t20 5.83 l'l 5

il 120 tl.7 4.61 IO

III t20 9.37 3.69 8

Iv 120 26.8 10.60 36.4
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Fig. 3-13 The equivalent circuit for Distributed Constânt Line Model in pSCad

simulation, transmission tower equipped with infinite ground wires (60 km)
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Table 3-5 Distributed Constant Line Model parameters

In Fig. 3-r5 the surge current irnposed on the top of the transmission tower is

shown in PÌot r. The vortages corresponding to section l to section 4 of rshii moder,

stafting with the topmost section, are shown in prot 2 to prot 5 (the blue curve). For

Hara 
'rodel, 

the vortages recorded at the tip of the tower crossannsr starting with the

one holding the ground wire, are also sbown jn plot 2 to pÌot 5 (the green curve).

Section

Crossarms

L¡
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It can be seen from the Fig. 3-r5 that despite the fact that the voltage

wavefoms corresponding to the two models are almost similar, the peak voltage values

are different.

3.2-2 Three transmission towers equipped with overhead ground wires

and phase conductors

The simulation of the field experiment described in Ir4], which emproys both

transmission tower modeling techniques, offers the opportunity of comparing the

simulation results with the experimental data in order to determine which one of the two

models provides the most accurate representation of the t¡ansmission tower. In pscad

simulation only three of the towers were used instead of seven as in the fìeld

experil¡ent. This was due to the limitation of the softwale edition that was available for

this study and due to the fact that the results would not have been significantly diflerent

had the seven tower configuration been used. After choosing the model, the system

response to two different types of double exponential surge wavefoms fo¡ seve¡al

ground resrstance values will be analyzed.
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3.2.2. i System response to a piecewise linear surge waveforn

Fig. 3_ 16 shows rlre equivalent ci¡cuit for the f,,{¡11¡ Storey model and theDistributed Constant Line model equivalent ci¡cuit for
neighbouring towers, equipped with ground wi¡es and on 

n..t..ton tower with two

piecewise rinear surge wavefonl whose characteristics an 

conductors, subjected to a

equivarent circuit is expìained in detair in Appendix 

: presented in Table 3-3. This

parameters fo¡ the three towers âo ,":"- , 

oppendrx F The MuÌti storey moder

:;:::ï.""î*":Ï#,::"-'""::::;.Ï:i: 
sh'wn in rabre 36 rhe

)wers are presented in Table
equations Q.l0) _ (2)3).
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Length

I

TolYcr #31

lml

lnduct

L

r3

Ipsec]

Resisf

R

t3.2

3.68

tt.2

tmpcd.

7

tol

3.',t4

Table 3-6 Multi Storey Model parameters

22

9.3

3.t'7

Le¡gfh

I

tot

9.4s

t0.6

120

8.02

Toner #30

120

Iml

Induc(

L

26.78

120

5

Ipsecl

120

l0

Resisl

R

43'7

2.3

8

tmped.

z

tol

36.4

4.61

5.83

3.69

Length

I

tol

.7

10.60

1l

120

9.3'1

Induct.

L

lml

Tower #29

120

26.8

t3

t20

[¡rsec]

,2

R$isf.

R

120

l3

3.68

fi.2

.'74

tf¡l

fmpcd.

7,

22

3

3.1'1

9.3

Section

9.45

t 0,6

tot

182

t20

8.02

26.78

120

54

't20

I

t20

fT

III

IV

Span length

Iml



Section

Main

legs

Zt

Impedance

Bracings

zL++k

Tower #29

tol

Cfossârms

Z^

Table 3-7 Distributed Constant Line Model parâmeters

II

116

tf¿1

Main

legs

L-I

I

100

1048

Lcngth

tol

B¡acings

L =ls*Ll

75

IV

898

222

Spân

length

lml

lml

43

672

213

l3

lml

389

Main

legs

Z1

194

13.2

Trnpedance

L

19.5

lml

Bracings

178

11 .2

To*er #30

r 9.8

8

tol

7L4,+4

C¡ossarms

22

16.8

9.5

t08

tf)l

33

Main

legs

LT

15

z^

100

968

Length

tol

182

Baacings

I¿=15*L]

10.6

83

903

222

lml

Crossarms

73

748

222

lml

5

661

Main

legs

Z1

212

Impedance

L^

l0

'1 .5

Im]

Bracings

7L4*Zl

209

Tower f3l

8

15

6

tc¿l

36.4

Crossarms

12

8.3

n6

tol

54.6

Måin

legs

Lî

10.7

2

100

1048

55

Lcngth

tol

Bracings

I¿=15*Lr

9.5

898

75

222

lml

Crossarms

43

6',72

213

l3

lml

389

t94

LÀ

13.2

19.5

437

lml

178

Ú.2

19.8

8

22

l6.8

9.5

33

l5

10.6



The sir¡ulation resurts are shown in Fig. 3-r7. The surge current injected on the

top of the central transmission tower is shown in prot r . The vortages corresponding to

section r to section 4 of ishii moder, starting with the topmost section, are shown in prot

2 to Prot 5 (the brue curve). For Hara model, the vortages reco¡ded at the tip of the tower

crossams, starting with the one holding the ground wire, are also shown in plot 2 to plot

5 (the green curve).
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According to the autho¡s in [14], the calculated peak values of the induced
voitage across each insurator strìng we.e in agreement with the measu¡ed ones: at the
first insulator string V=1 174 ky, atthe second insulator string V=1061 kV and at the
third insulator string V=932 kV. ìn Fig. 3_15 it can be nodced that the voltage peak
varues corresponding to the Distributed constant Line model (Hara moder) are simirar to
those presented ìn [14]: at the first insulator string V:l153 kV, at the second insulator
string V:gg6 kV and a*he thìrd insurator string v:gl2 kv. The vortages conesponding
to the Murti Storey model (rshii rnodel) are much higher. Since the Distnbuted constant
Line modeÌ (Hara model) represents the transmission tower most accurately, it wilì be
used in fu¡ther studies in this thesis. AIso, by comparing the plots from Fig. 3_15 and
Fig' 3'17 it can be noticed that in the case of a transmission tower with two neighboring
towers equipped with phase and overhead ground wires, the peak varues of the induced
voìtages recorded on the middre tower are approxirnate r00 kv rower than in the case of
a stand arone tower equipped with infinite ove¡head ground wires.

3.2.2.2 System response to a double exponential surge waveforn

ln this section, the effect of ground resistance vanation on induced voltage
magnitudes and wavefon¡s when the system is contacte(

cunent is investìgated. 
¡ybtcm ls contacted by a fast and a slow surge

The th¡ee tower system descrìbed in 3.2.2.j is subjected to a 1.5/51.75¡rsec, 50
kA and 8/20 75 psec,50 kA double exponentiaì waveforms. .Ihe 

towers are modeled
using the Distrìbuted constant Line modeìing technique (Hara moder). The ground
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resistances are equal for each tower and are assigned subsequently three values: 0, 50

and 100 O. Sirrulation results are shown ìn Fig. 3-18 and Fig. 3-19.

The surge current is shown in Plot I of each figure. The voltages corresponding

to the three resistance values, recorded at the tip of the tower crossarrn holding the

ground wire, are shown in Plot 2 ofeach figure. Also, the voltages corresponding to the

three resìstance values, recorded at the tip of the tower crossaÍn holding the phase wires

are shown in Plot 3, Ploi 4 and Plot 5 (the blue curve conesponds to R, -0 Q, the

green curve corresponds to R, :50 Q and the red cì.rrve corresponds to Rr:¡66 g;.
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It may be seer from Fig. 3-lg and Fig. 3_rg that the 
'ragnitude and the

wavefonn of the induced voltage developed at each tÕwer ann trp are more sensitive to
the va¡iation of ground resistance when the tower is contacted by a siow surge

wavefo'n. ln the case of a fast surge wavefomr, the effect of variation of gound
resistance on the induced vortages can be negrected for rower resrstance varues.



GHAPTER 4

INVESTIGATION OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL OF

GROUND

The ground model considered for this study is the Soil lonization Dynamic

Model developed by Alemeida and Correia [18], presented in section 2.2. T\e model is

based on the "Dynamic Model of Ground" proposed by A.C. Liew and M. Darveniza

[12] which describes the va¡iation of ground ¡esistance with the impulse current. The

model proposed by Alemeida and Coneia was also chosen due to the fact that the

authors presented also a numerical algorithm. This model will be used to reproduce the

experimental results obtained by Bellaschì [19] and presented also by Liew and

Darveniza in [12].

4.1 Algorithm description

A Matlab code was written based on the algorithm presented in [18]. The

cylinder - hemisphere concept described by Liew and Daveniza is used for modelling

the region surrounding the ground electrode of radius re and length I Flg. 4-1. This area

is discretized into z number of shells, having equipotentiat surfaces.

r,, - n,

Âr'

where r¡a is the maximum distance a¡ound the rod and Âr the discretization step.

(4.r)
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Each shell element is subjected to the impulse current. As the current increases, the

electric field intensity will reach at one point the critical value 8". The a¡ea Ar

corresponding to an elemental shell ft is calculated as

4 =2xr*l +2nrl (4.2)

The time interval for which the simulation is performed is divided into small time steps

A¡. At each time step, the electric field is calcuiated as

E^=po*tþ)fAr (4.3)

where poo=ps, po being the initial value of resistivity , for Eo < 8,. For the case when

Eo , 8", the resistivity is given by

/ ,,\
,o=p*+(Pot-p,)11-n" | Ø.4)

\'/

where 4o is the value of the resistivity evaluated at a previous time step.

As the current decreases fiom its maximum value, the resistiviqr is obtained as

(4.s)

where p,o is the lowest value of the resistivity reached by the elemental shell k during

ionization at t¡¡ Finally, the tot¿l resistance calculated at each time step, is the

summation of the resistances ofall shells, each shell ¡esista¡ce being calculated as

p^= p,,.+(po-ø^r[r 
"1 l +)'

R, =2L*^A, (4.6)



shell k

F'ig. 4-1 The geometry of the region surrounding the ground electrode.

4.2 Computation results

The input parameters are shown in Table 4-i and they a¡e the same as the ones

corresponding to the three types of soil used for the experimental tests in [12]. The

double exponential waveforms and the peak values of the surge current were determined

fiom the plots describing the experimental results conducted by Bellaschi. The

computation results representing the variation of ground voltage and resistance vs. time

as well as the hysteresis variation of ground resistance vs. surge cur¡ent aÍe shown in

Fig. 4-2 to Fig. 4-7 .
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Table 4-1 Input parameters used in computation

Ground type Clay Sand Gravel and sand

Soil parameters

Resistivity

po [Qcm]
8720 15700 31000

Breakdown gradìent

E" [kV/cm]
t.27 2 0.1

Ionization time

constant

rr ksecl

1.5 2 2

Deionization time

constant

12 [¡rsec]

0.5 0.5 2

Electrode

parameters

Radius of the rod

16 [mm]

12.7 7.94 12.7

Depth buried

/ lml
3.05 2.16 2.44

Surge current

Peak value

tkAl
11 6.6 5.5

Front time/tail time

Ipsec]

t8/3'.t t6/40 20160
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Fig. 4-3 variation of ground resistance vs, surge current for a rod embedded in
clay having a resistivity of 8720 Ocm,
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in sand having a resistivify of 15700 flcm.
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Fíg- 4-7 variation of ground resistance vs. surge current for a rod embedded in
sand and gravel mix having a resistivity of31000 ftcm.

The simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental results

obtained by Bellaschi, and with the simulation results obtained by Liew and Da¡veniza-

A-lmeida and coneia. Therefore, this model will be used in fi:¡tber studv i¡ the

following chapters.
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GHAPTER 5

EFFECT OF COMBINING THE TOWER AND GROUND

MODELS

In this chapter, the relative sensitivity of tower and ground models is examined

by combining the Distributed Constant Line transmission tower model (Hara model)

with the Soil Ionization Dynamic ground model (Almeida and Correia model). The

behaviow of the combined model of tower and ground in va¡ious cases has been

simulated using PSCad. Two cases have been considered: Case 1: a stand alone tower

without phase wires, with an infinitely extending ground wire connected at one of the

ends ofthe topmost crossarm of the tower, and variable/constant ground resistalce, Case

2: an unenergized, three phase, double ci¡cuit transmission line in th¡ee tower

configuration equipped with phase wires and a ground wire connected at one end of the

topmost crossarm of each tower, and va¡iable/constant ground resistance. In both cases,

the ground model uses the parameters corresponding to the three types ofsoil (clay, sand

and sand and gravel mix) employed in the experimental tests [12] which were discussed

in the previous chapter. The combined model of tower and ground has been subjected to

three types of surge cuffents (18/37 ¡rsec with 1l kA peak value for clay, 16/40 ¡rsec

with 6.6 kA peak value for sand and 20160 ¡rsec with 5.5 kA peak value fo¡ gravel and

sand) used also in the experimental tests referred to in Chapter 4 . The ground resistance

corresponding to each type ofsoil has been modeled as function of the current appearing

at the base of the tower which is injected into ground.



In the PSCad simulation, the dynarnic behaviour of the gound resista¡ce was

represented by a variable resisto¡ controlled by a nonlinear transfer characteristic

component fou¡d in the PSCad library. The current - ground resistance Íansfet

characteristics used in the PSCad simulation were determined from Fig. 5-1, Fig. 5,3,

Fig. 5-5, Fig.5-7, Fig.5-9, Fig.5-11. The simulation results obtained by employing a

variable ground resistance were compared with the ones using a constant ground

resistance. The const¿nt resista¡ce was calculated as the average of two ground

resistances, one corresponding to zero current and the othe¡ corresponding to the c¡est

value of curent-

5.1 Case 1: Stand alone transmission tower equipped with

infinitely extending overhead ground wire and vâriable /

constant ground resistance

The equivalent circuit for the transmission tower is similar to the one shown in Fig.

3-12. The tower equipped with infinitely extending ground wires is subjected to double

exponential surge waveforms whose cha¡acteristics are shown in Table 4-1 along with

the ground model parameters. Simulation results are shown in Fig.5-2, Fig. 5-4 and Fig.

5-6. The surge current along with the cu¡rent appearing at the base of the tower a¡e

shown in Plot 1 ofeach figure (the blue curve is the surge cürent at the top ofthe tower

and the green curve is the current at the base of the tower). The simulation results
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consist in the voltages ¡ecorded at the tip of each of the fou¡ crossarms of the

transmission tower. These vohâges a¡e shown in Plot 2 to Plot 5 ofFig. 5-2, Fig. 5-4 a¡rd

Fig. 5-6 (the blue curve represents the voltage corresponding to a variable grould

resistance, and the green curve represents the voltage conesponding to a constant

ground resistance). The voltages shown in Plot 2 of each figure were recorded at the

connection with the ground wire and the following voltages shown in Plot 3, Plot 4 and

Plot 5 were recorded at the connection with the high voltage insulators.
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Fig. 5-l variation of ground resistance vs. current injected into clay having a
resistivity of 8720 l)cm, when the tower top is subjected to lgt37 psec with tl -kA
peak value (one tower configuration)
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Resistance versus current
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Fig. 5-3 variation of ground resistance vs. current injected into sand having a
resistivity of 15700 f,lcm, when the torver top is subjected to 16/40 ¡rsec with 6.6 
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peak value (one tower configuration)
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Resistance versus current
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rvith 5.5 kA peak value (one torver configuration)
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It may be seen from Fig.5-2, Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 5-6 that the voltage magnitudes at the

tþ of the tower crossarms depend on how the gound is modeled, as a constant or

va¡iable value. This leads to the conclusion that the dynamic behaviou¡ of the ground

resistance as a function of surge current has an impact over the voltage vaiues recorded

at the tip of the towe¡ cross¿rms. Also, one can notice the similitude of the magnitudes

and waveshapes of these voltages with the voltages across ground resistance recorded

when the ground electrodes are subjected to the same surge currents (Fig. 4-2, Fig. 4-4

and Fig. 4-6).The simulation results in the case of a sta¡d alone transmission tower

equipped '¡/ith infinitely extending ground wire and a variable ground resistance which

is subjected to various slow surge currents, showed similarities with the ones for which

the same slow surge currents are injected directly into the ground, described in

Chapter 4.

5.2 Case 2: Three transmission towers equipped with

overhead ground wires and phase conductors and variable

/ constant ground resistance

Fig. 3-15 shows the equivalent circuit for the transrnission tower with two

neighboring towers, equipped with ground wi¡es and phase conductors. The model

parameters for the three towers are shown in Table 3-7 . The central tower is subjected

to double exponential surge waveform whose cha¡acteristics are shown in Tabte 4-1
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along with the ground model parameters. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5-8,

Fig. 5-10 and Fig. 5-12. The surge current along with the current appearing at the base

of the tower are shown in Plot 1 of each figure (the blue cuwe is the surge current at the

top of the tower and the green curve is the current at the base of the tower). The

simulation results consist in the voltages recorded at the tip ofeach of the four crossarms

of the central transmission tower. These voltages are shou.n in Plot 2 to Plot 5 of Fig.

5-8, Fig. 5-10, Fig. 5-12 (the blue curve represents the vohâge corresponding to a

variable ground resistance and the green curve represents the voltage corresponding to a

constant ground resistance). The voltages shown in Plot 2 of each figure were recorded

at the connection with the ground wire and the following voltages shown in PIot 3, Plot

4 and Plot 5 were recorded at the connection with the high voltage insulato¡s connected

to the phase wires.
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As in the case of the stand alone transmission tower considered in section 5.1,

one can notice that the vohage magnitudes depend on the ground modeling technique for

all three types ofsoil (see Fig. 5-8, Fig. 5- 10 and Fig. 5-12 ).
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CFIAPTER 6

ÐFFECT OF DIFFERENT SURGE WAVESHAPES ON

COMBINED MODEL

ln this chapter, the response of the con.rbinecr rnodeì of tower and ground to a fast

(l 5/5 r .75¡rsec with a 50 kA crest value) and a srow (g/2O¡rsec with a 20 kA crest vaÌue)

surge currenl is in vestigated.

For PSCad simulation, it has been considered as an unenergized, three phase,

double circuit transmission line in th¡ee tower configuration, equipped with phase wires

and a ground wi¡e connected at one end of the topmost cross_arrn of the tower. Their

resitance of ground was modelled as either a variable resistance or a constant. The

equivalent circuit and the r¡oder paramete's of the transrnission line are shown in Fig.

3-16 and Table 3-7 respectivery. The ground model uses the parameters corresponding

to the three types of soil (clay, sand and sand and gravel), shown in Table 4_1. For each

type of soil, the center tower has been subjected subsequently to a l .5/5.r .15 psec, 50 kA

and a 8/20psec, 50 kA surge curuent, which is shown ìn plot I of Fig.6_2,Fig. 6_4, Fig.

6-6, Fig 6-8, Fig 6-10 and Fig- 6-12 (t'e brue curve). The ground resistance

conesponding to each type ofsoir has been modeled as function of the cur¡ent appearing

at the base of the tower whìch is injected into ground. This cunent is shown in addition

to tlre current injected at the tower top in plot I of Fig. 6_2,Fig.6_4, Fig. 6_6, Fig. 6_g,

Fig. 6-10, Fig. 6-12 (the green curve). The variation of ground resistance with this

current for each tlpe of so and for the two tlpes of injected current ât the top of the

9l



6-1, Fig. 6-3, Fig.6-5, Fig. 6-7, Fig.6-9, ar'd Fig. 6-11. The constant resistance

represents the average of the two ground resistances, one corresponding to zero current

and the other corresponding to the crest value ofcurrent.

The simulation results obtained by employing a variable grouad resistance were

compared with the ones using constant ground resistance. The simulation results consist

of the voltages recorded at the tip of each of the four a¡ms of the central transmission

tower. These voltages a¡e shown in Plot 2 to Plot 5 ofFig. 6-2, Fig.6-4, Fig. 6-6, Fig.

6-8, Fig. 6-10 and Fig.6-12 (the blue curve represents the voltage corresponding to a

variable ground resistance, and the green curve represents the voltage corresponding to a

consta.nt ground resistance). The voltages shown in Plof 2 ofeach figure were recorded

at the connection with the ground wire and the following voltages shown in Plot 3, Plot

4 and Plot 5 were recorded at the corìnection with the high vollage insulators, connected

to the phase wires.
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It may be seen from Fig. 6-2, Fig. 6-4, Fig. 6-6, Fig. 6-8, Fig. 6-10 and Fig.

6-12 thaf the modeling technique of the ground as a constant or a variable resista¡ce has

a bigger effect on the magrritudes of the voltages induced at the tip of the tower cross-

arms when the tower is subjected to a slow surge. ln the case of fast surge, the effect of

the dynamic behaviour of the ground resistance as a function of current becomes

significant for soils with higher no-ionized resistivity (31000 Ocm) (Fig. 6-6), but can be

neglected for those with lowe¡ resistivity (8700 Qcm and 15700 Ocm) (Fig. 6-2,

Fig.6-4).
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GHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, a general model that includes both tower and ground effects is

proposed for an accu¡ate simulation ofback-flashover waveforms.

In Chapters 3 and 4, different tower a¡d ground models from literatu¡e were

investigated separately in order to select the models that provide the most accurate

representation of the transmission tower and ground respectively. In Chapters 5 and 6,

by combining the previously selected models of tower and ground, the effect of the

combined model on the response of the system to surge current was investigated. The

relative sensitivity of tower and ground models has also analyzed in the thesis.

In Chapter 3, three tower models fiom literature were investigated using PSCad

as a simulation tool: Conical Model (Sargent and Da¡veniza Model) [9], Multi Storey

Model (Ihii Model) [6] and Distributed Constant Line Model (Hara Model) [13]. The

field experiments from literature were simulated by employing the th¡ee tower models.

Different cases have been investigated: Case 1: a stand alone tower with no ground

wires and constant ground resistance, subjected to different double exponential surge

current waveforms, Case 2: a stand alone towe¡ with a ground wire of infrnite length

subjected to a piece wise surge current waveform and, Case 3: a tower with two

neighbouring towers with ground wire and phase conductors, subjected to a piece wise

surge current waveform and double exponential surge current waveforms. The double

exponential surge cunents considered were a fast surge cuÍent (1.5151.75 ¡rsec, 50 kA

crest value) arid a slow surge curent (8/20 ¡rsec, 50 kA crest value). The piece wise
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linear surge current wavefo¡m was an approximation ofa natural lightning employed in

a field experiment. The comparison between the simulation results obtained using each

model with the ones obtained from the field experiments gave the grade of

reproductibility of the overvoltage at the tower top and / or at the tip of the tower arms,

when the system is subjected to lightning. The Distributed Constant Line model (Hara

model) was validated and selected to be used in further studies in this thesis.

At the same time, by analyzing the simulation results, one can conclude that in

the case ofa slow surge, the difference between the induced voltages at the top or at the

crossarm tips of the tower obtained by employing the tlree tower models having the

same ground resistance is not significant, which implies that in this case, the tower

modelling technique does not have much of an effect on the results. The magnitude and

the waveform of the induced voltage developed at each to\ryer crossarm tip are more

sensitive to the va¡iation of ground resist¿nce when the tower is contacted by a slow

surge waveform. In the case of a fast surge waveform, the effect of variation of ground

resistance on the induced vohâges can be neglected for lower ground resistance values,

while the tower model has a large effect on the induced voltages. A possible explanation

is that for a slow impulse, the reflected waves from the tower footing have a higher

impact on the voltage values recorded at tip of the tower arms.

Also, in the case of a hansmission tower with two neighbouring towers equipped

with phase and overhead ground wires, the simulation results have showed that the peak

values of the induced voltages recorded on the middle tower are approximate 100 kV

lower than in the case of a stand alone tower equipped with infinite overhead ground

wires. This difference may be attributed to ¡eflections from the adjacent towers.
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The ground model considered fo¡ the study in Chapter 4 was the Soil Ionization

Dynamic Model developed by Alemeida and Correia [18]. The model is based on the

dynamic model of ground proposed by A.C. Liew and M. Da¡veniza [12] which

describes the variation of ground resistance with the impulse current. A code in Matlab

was written based on the algorithm proposed by Alemeida and Correia to reproduce the

field experiments from literatu¡e regarding the dynamic behaviour of ground resistance

of different t¡pe of soils when a¡e contacted by different tlpe of surge cu¡¡ents. The

simulation and experimental results were in good agreement, and therefore this ground

model was considered to be used in further study in the following chapters.

In Chapters 5 and 6, the effect of the combined model of tower and ground on

the determination of the magnitudes and waveforms of the ovewoltages induced by

various types of fast and slow surge cunents are investigated. Two configurations were

considered: a stand alone tower equipped with an infinitely extending ground wire, and a

tower with two neighbouring towers equipped with ground wire and phase conductors.

For both configurations, the resistance of ground was modelled as either a va¡iable

resista¡ce or a constant. The simulation results in the case ofa stand alone tra¡smission

tower equipped with infrnitely extended gror.rnd wire and a va¡iable ground resistance

which is subjected to various slow surge curents, showed similarities with the ones for

which the same slow surge currents are injected directly into the ground, described in

Chapter 4. This reconfirms the conclusion reached in Chapter 3 that the tower effect on

the induced voltages is nonexistent when the tower is contacted by a slow surge current,

and only the ground effect is important in this case. Also, the simulation results obtained

by employing variable ground resistances were compared with the ones using constant
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ground resistances. The modeling technique of the ground as a constant or a variable

resista¡rce has a larger effect on the magnitudes ofthe induced voltages when the tower

is subjected to a slow surge. In the case of a fast surge, the effect of the dynamic

behaviour of the ground resistance as a function of current becomes signifrcant for soils

with higher no-ionized resistivity (31000 Acm), while for those with lower resistivity

(8700 Ocm and 15700 Qcm) can be neglected. A possible explanation is that for a fast

su.rge current the gound effect is not as important as the tower effect on the induced

voltages.

In conclusion, when a system is contacted by a fast surge and the ground

resistivity is less than about 31000 f)cm, the tower effect is more important ald the

ground effect is insignificant; when the system is contacted by a slow surge, the tower

effect can be neglected, the ground model being the one which affects the induced

voltages and this is the case when the dynamic behaviou¡ of ground as a function of

cwrent has to be taken into account.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of impedance formula for conical model of transmission

tower proposed by Sargent and I)arveniza

Faraday's law - integral form:

{r,at = -9 Js.as

E=VxÃ

(4.1)

JÉ aS = J(v . X) aS = {Ã of conform Sokes' rheorem (4.3)
SSL

(4.2)

(4.4)= dp,¿i=- f4.aii' la

where E, - the electric field due to currents at a point at any instant

Ã - the potential magnetic vector

I - the distance along a curve through the point
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Fig. A-1 Conical tower used in field theory analyses [9]

A rectangular current wave is applied at the tower top (x:0 at t=0).

The source is a¡ element (du, dp) with spherical coordinates (r¡, o1, p) - as part ofthe

element dx at x ftom the tower top. The vector magnetic potential at a general point (d,

r) has to be determined. The point has spherical coordinates (rz, uz,þ').

The vector magnetic potential at (d, r):

(A.5)



,. [' ,-f ' ll .r.f"., -[r 1]

A=lLll__L____::!¿ç=ll[f L rctJ*]u,t! (A.s)
+)T "" f 41f -" r

- the surface density of the current : L 
" 

= rl where I is the current applied at the
.., '|

tower top

=-o=+ [\+4t:! (A6)
1)r | [ _rL

r' is the dista¡ce between the source and the point where A has to be calculated.

The distance between two points in spherical coordinates (in our case between two

points of coordinates (r1, a1, p) and (r2, o2, p'):

,'2 = rr' + \' -2rrrrcosarcosa, - 2rrr, sin ø, sin a, cos(p - p') te.zl

In our case:

\ = xtanq

t (a - ,)' + d2 tanz e (A'8)



7tIt-ît
û, =---+stn-=l: cos-= u'1 22
sina, =sin(¡-a)=sin r cos c-sin û cos n=sin o - d tan 0 

{A.gr
12

. dtan 0
-/ Sln ul-12

Þ'= o

d tan 0r'' -- rl + rl - 2r,r2 Y cos F = (d - x)'? + d2tan2e + x2tan2e - 2dx tan20 cos B
12

/ ^ ^\
= x' +d' - 2dx + (x' + d' )tan'9 - 2dxtanrOcosp

=(,.'*o'Xr*,-)r)-ru"¡+tan2ocosp) 
(Ai0)

= +^ h' +d2 -2d^.or'o(t + an'e cosB)
cos'0 '

We have the following constants:

m-TanQ

,S -siná

K:cosá

,'' =*þ'+a'z-zrax\
^ (A.l l)

where å = K2 (1 + mz cos ß\\ '/

The vector magnetic potential at (d, r) in the direction of unit vector u:
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y accounts for fetardation effect.
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Fig. A-1 Conical tower used in field theory analyses [9]

A rectangular current wave is applied at the tower top (x=0 at t=0).

The source is a¡ element (du, dp) with spherical coordinates (rr, ar, p) - as part ofthe

element dx at x from the tower top. The vector magnetic potential at a general point (d,

r) has to be determined. The point has spherical coordinates (rz, oz, þ').

The vector magnetic potential at (d, r):

(A s)



- the surface density of the current : t , = 
+ 

where I is the curent applied at the

tower top

2ni - ,

- A=# I t+s# (A6)
alL 

[ 0L^

r' is the distance between the source and the point where A has to be calculated.

The dista¡ce between two points in spherical coordìnates (in our case between two

points ofcoordinates (rr, or, p) and (r2, a2, B'):

,'' = S + rl - 2rrr, cos a, cos a, - 2rrrrsin a., sin a, cos(Þ - Þ') te.Zl

In our case:

\ = xTanq

2t, '2 I )- lA'8)
r; \d - x) + d'tan' 0

'¡t fi lt
û!= *âSlt'ì-= l: COS-=()'2 12
sina, =5¡¡1n-o)=sin n cos c-sin o. cos n=sin o-d tan 0 

(A.q)
12

. dtan 0

= sln 01-12

p'= 0

,) ) ) ^ dtanOr'' =rl +rl _2qr2 ïcosp = (d_x), +d2lan2Ê+x2tan20_2dxtan2ocosB
r2

= x2 + d2 - zax + (x'? + d,')tan'ø - zdx tan20 cos B

= (*' * a')( * t-)t¡- ru" 6 + tan'zo cosp) 
(A'10)

=+. h' +d2 -2d*"or'o(r +an'zocosp)
cos'e'

We have the following constants:
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m:tanq

S:siná

K: cos d

1

,'' =i-(*' +a'z -zbdxlK- (A.l l)
where å = r'z(t+ m'1 cos Þ)

The vector magnetic potential at (d, r) in the direction ofunit vector u:

1 = l:+'i'[-W:,,=++'.'î-:'tI!+ (A r:)
-" -l'| o n rlx- +rtz -2bdx 4tr 2tr l, ìJ*' *d' -2bd,

y accounts for retardation effect.

l) ,)-,,I tl]r' +11 - lDdV

Kc Kc
(A.13)

u,=#*'lrfin&ct-bdl-tn(t-btdyp (A.14)

v^E= -gql ritlFaraday'slaw: ar l=-f=-t,,, (4.15)

B=Y*A j

ðA\, pn I2T Kcb t,I'T-l!r_dp l'.t6)E= 412, !xJ-if P= 4"2, l;j{'

y ="o16 =4- u = 
d

uK (A.17)
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APPENDIXB

Calculation of damping impedance

tower model proposed by Ishii

General representation of a transmission line:

for the multi-storey f ransmission

The propagation coefficient for a transmission line

y=u+ jÊ=J(R+þirc+þO

a: Re {yl -attenuation coeffrcient

þ : Im {y} - phase constant

ln our case

:..................................fi-.-The 
lossless TL

R is the damping resistalce per unit length.

We have the case of a low-loss tra¡smission lì¡e for which R<< rol- [21]

(8.1)
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r = /i',' ..( å.' ) 
= j.,.,rr-c E;=i,oJLC f R *rl

!j, t- \2j, L j 
,r.r,

Z,= J.IC

o = ne{v}= -å2,ILIC

__L*
attenuation factor: y=e n =e 22' where Ris the series resistance per unit length

=R--2zrlnY þ/ml (8.5)
X

(8.3)

(B 4)



APPENDIX C

Derivation of equivalent radius formula for n parallel conductors

Equivalent radius ofa multi-conductor system is calculated using the formula of the total

surge impedance ofn parallel cylinders:

111
zt.n zt z-* '*L=i; {2,=zr="'=zî) (c1)

tr.^=7=!ltr.,,+2.,.,r+...+zr.,n) çz)

where Zr.uo = oo(n?ltn zl - ,r,. self surge impedance of the k'h cylinder
[r)"

zr.r, = oo( n?!V- zl - ,r'. mutual surge impedance between the kú and
[R*, ) "

lû cylinder

The equivalent radius for two parallel conductors (n:2)

Zr.r=-lzr.,,+Zr.,r) (C.3)

z ,.,, = oo( nz"/zr' - ,l (c.4)
[r)

2,,=oo(n!h -2) (c.s)
[R)
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= uo[," 
tp-' 

- rl = uo['" t'E -r) =,", = Jn[JR'] l. r, )

(c.6)

The equivalent radius for three pa¡allel conductors (n=3)

tr., =\(tr.,, + Zr ,, + zr.,r)

2,,,, = øo(n2-@- -z)

r ,, = *[,"'å -r)

t,,,, = uo(r,f- z)' n, = Rz = R

t,, = ryl 
^( 
:þl' .l = uo( 

^?!?n- 
rl = *, = :/rR, R2 = ., rpì, 

1c r r r:l[V'n'n,J I I '. ) "

The equivalent radius for four parallel conductors (n=4)

zr.o = i(4r.,, 
+ 2r.,, + z,.,. + z.,.ro)

t,,,,=uo(^@-r)

t,,,,=uo(^@-r)

(c 7)

(c.8)

(c.e)

(c.10)

(c.12)

(c.13)

(c.14)



t,,,, = uo(,"{-z), n, = nó

(c. i 5)

r,,,, = uo(,,!- r), *, = R¡ = R (c.16)

=uolr ,'€n " -.-l=uoln2fh-zl=.. =2,8r,1Rì4""L". 
rr rRr/r2r8 - ] ""i." ,, " )- '*

The equivalent radius for n parallel conductors ca¡ be derived also from the equivalent

bundle diamete¡ formula:

, / nd \r/nd""=Dl :l (C.18)* [D/

D is the bundle diameter and d is the conductor diameter.

In the case when the conductor and bundle radius varies, the expressions ofr and R a¡e:

2, . _ óofh (2fh)' _.1= *[a," tr":!' _rlol rR,R,R, ] l- rRrJl 
I

It )tlr=ri rB'

n = nl'Rl'

(c.r1)

(c.1e)

(c.20)

rr and rB a¡e the conductor radius at the top and base and R1 and Re are the bundle

radius at the top and base.



APPENDIXD

Impulse surge current generation

Fig. D-l Standard impulse current waveform

The induced lightning surge is often represented by a double exponential ìmpulse

waveform. The impulse current is expressed as:

r(t)=r (e*t - e+t 
)

where 4 b and I are constants.

(D.1)

t (micro-second)
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The parameters characterizing the impulse wave shape are: front time, t1, which is the

time for the current to increase to the 0.9 of the peak value and tail time, t2, which is the

time f¡om 0 to the time at which half of the peak value is reached on the wave tail.

The following formulas were used for calculating the impulse waveshape constants:

(k-1)t"f,+ì
rr , \ ¿ J

t, lnk

where k-þ
4

u:l Lnr
tl k-l

t':Lu:!-Lmt
tr k-l

rk
1: 

rrnax 
¡ [-l

k_1

(D.2)

(D 3)

(D.4)

(D s)

By choosing a particular double exponential surge waveform, In,'* , t1 and t2 are known.

K is determined from the plot of k versus t2l t1 (D.2) and consequently, 4 b and I a¡e

determined using (D.3), (D.a) and (D.5) and implemented in (D.l). [16]

The current impulse waveform cha¡acteristics used in the present study are presented in

Table D-l .

Table D-1. The impulse current waveform characteristics

tltr [psecl In.", [kAl k 2 b r [kAì

0.2/0.5 t0 2.4 3126700 750400 32.03

1.515t.7 5 50 270.16 l3 868 3746500 51.24

8/20 50 2.4 78167 187600 160

t24



APPENDIX E

Simulation results of the field experiment presented by Hara in

tsl

Simulation results of the field experiment presented by Hara in [5] at tlle tip of

the fou¡ crossarm of the tower stafing with the topmost one are shown in Plot 2, plot 3,

Plot 4 and Plot 5.



H6re erperiñe¡ts, 0 2¡l 5 usÉc surqe 0.15 kA

Fig. E-l The response of a transmission tower to a 0.15 kA innpulse current,
with 200 nsec time to crest
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APPENDIX F

The equivalent circuit for a transmission tower

neighbouring towers equipped with phase and

ground wires

with two

overhead

-,I

ï

Fig, F-l The equivalent circuit for transmission tower with two
neighbouring towers, equipped with a ground wire and phase wires
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Fig. F-3 The four section components for Distributed Constant Line
model lHara model) transmission to\v€r
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